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SUlTNllary 

Transitions from the superconducting to normal 
state at 4.4 and 1. 8 K in several model accelerator 
dipoles 1 ,2 were recorded by a fast data acquisition 
system . The resistive voltage rise in the conductor 
during the transitions is used to determine accur
ate l y the l ocation of the quench source in the mag
nets and to estimate the axia l and turn-ta-turn 
quench velocities. The Quench velocity. temperature 
eva 1 uti on and energy depos it; on ; n the co 11 were 
calculated using the program QUENCH,3 and are in 
reasonable agreement with the data. In the two 
dipole magnets studied, the transitions almost always 
occurred in the regions of highest field. In one 
coil the high field region is in the straight section 
because the field in this region is enhanced by iron 
support rings. In the other magnet the high field 
region is at the end, in the innermost turn of the 
first layer. Some quenches were preceded by large 
voltage spikes that can be ascribed to conductor 
motion. Other quenches do not appear to be associ
ated with any large energy release . Acoustic emis
s ion (AE) was monitored during the tests and AE 
bursts were observed simultaneous with the initial 
voltage spike . An increased AE signal continued-as 
the quench progressed. 

Introduction 

Superconducting dipole magnets in accelerators 
must operate at high current densities to be 
economical. Because of the high current density 
these magnets are not cryostable and most exhibit 
some training behavior. Very few studies4 have 
been made of the quenches in th i s type of coil as 
the quench velocities are generally quite high , the 
point of quench origin is unpredictable, and coil 
safety usually requires an external protection cir
cuit be engaged as soon as possible after a detect
ab l e voltage is observed across the coi l. To study 
transitions in these magnets we acquired a high speed 
data acquisition system capable of recording up to 
16 channels at 10 kHz and used it to moni tor coi 1 
performance during and preceding quenches . Several 
channels were used to monitor the voltage across coil 
sections including fractions of turns in the high 
field regions, others recorded total coil voltage, 
and current. All the quenches observed were associ
ated with magnet training and no external disturb
ances were used to induce quenches. 

The inside layer of two model accelerator dipoles 
were instrumented with voltage taps. :rhe first of 
these magnets, D-8A, was made or three 1 ayers of 
Mylar- and Kapton- insulated, 23-strand Rutherford 
cable of the type used for the FNAL doubler . A cross 
section of one quadrant of the 0-8A coil is shown in 
Fig. 1. The second, 0-7H, was a two layer dipole 
made of the same type of conductor. The inside diam
eters of the two coils, which have been described 
elsewhere , l,2 were 137 mm and 80 mm respectively, 
corresponding to the sizes of the Brookhaven 
ISABELLE and the Fermilab doubler/saver coils. The 
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genera l characteristics of these two coils are pre
sented in Tab l es I and II and a cross section of the 
three layer 0-8A is shown in Fig. 1. 
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TABLE I: General characteristics of dipo1 e magnet 
0-8A. 

0-8A La~er la~er 2 Later 3 

Inner radi us (mm) 68.7 77 .8 87.0 
Outer radius (mm) 76.7 85.8 95.0 
Turns/quadrant 67 54 35 
Angle, top edge 

72.682-of coil (at D.O.) 52.179- 30.484-
Angular extent of coil 72.530- 52.043- 30.361-

TABLE II: General characteristics of dipole magnet 
D-7H 

Later 1 Later 2 

Inner radius (mm) 40.2 49.0 
Outer radius (mm) 50.4 57.0 
Turns/quadrant 40 26 
Angle, top edge of co; 1 

(at O. D.) 69.084- 37.078-
Angular extent of coil 66.366- 36.887-

The larger, D-SA, coi l was constrained in the 
straight sections by iron retaining rings and the 
D- 7H coil had aluminum retaining rings. The iron 
rings in D-SA give a field enhancement of about 1 T, 
which caused the high field region to be in the 
straight section of the coil on the innermost turn 



of the 1st layer. Th e highest fi e ld in the D-7H 
coil i s ;n the innermos t turn of the inner layer at 
t he end of t he coil. The retaining ring s in both 
cases are tapered on the in s ide and sl ip over collets 
to provide a circumferential compressive load on the 
windings . The magnitude of the loads were chosen to 
ensure compression in the coil at al l operating 
leve l s . There;s some evidence that in 0-8A t he 
inn er layer was not under compression at the highest 
operating current s . 

Quenches in the Co il s 

A tot al of approximately 200 quenches were 
observed in the dipoles described above . The volt
ages across various co il sec tion s were record ed by a 
data acquisition system and permanently stored f or 
later analysis. A typical quench in the 0-8A magnet 
;s shown i n Figs . 2a, 2b and 2c. In Fig . 2a th e 
measured vo l tage across the the three inner turns of 
the north pole is plotted as a function of time. The 
ordinate , which has units of Ohms, is the mea sured 
voltage divided by the quench current, 3100A. A 
voltage sp ike, which is ascribed t o conductor mot ion, 
i s foll owed by a res i st i ve rise as the quench propa
gat es through the co i l . 

The structure in the r es istive rise can be attr i 
buted to three effects. The fir s t i s axial propaga
tion of the normal r eg ion along the conductor in the 
s traight sections. The second i s propagation around 
the ends, and the third is propagation from turn t o 
turn. (No layer to layer propagation was de t ec ted 
prior to enabl ing the energy extraction c ircuit .) 

Th e el ectri cal response of the inner turn of the 
south pole, which remained superconducting, i s shown 
in Fig . 2b. A qui escent period before the initi at ing 
voltage sp ik e i s foll owed by a rather noisy period. 

Figure 2c shows t he raw acous ti c emiss ion s ignal 
duri ng a quench fr om a sensor on one of the end 
ring s. The signal i s quiescent until the voltage 
spike of Fig. 2a . At that time a large acousti c 
burst i s observed. Thi s burst i s fo l lowed by a noisy 
period that extends beyond the record and probably 
until well after the current ha s been reduced to zero 
by the ex ternal prot ec ti on c ircuit. 

The progress ion of the quen ch can be observed in 
greater detail by l ook ing at short sec tions of the 
coil. Fi gure 3 shows the voltages ac ross sec t ions 
of the innermos t turns of D-7H during a quench. The 
quench begins in sec t ion 6, at one end of the magnet, 
and progresses towards both straight sec tions . The 
slope of the section 6 si gnal decreases twice (see 
arrows A an B), as the normal region propagates past 
a voltage tap. The final slope shows a r es istive 
rise in the sec tion as a result of heating only. 

The r es i s tance of the two adjacent sec ti ons , 5 
and 7, which was initiall y ze ro increases as the 
normal r egion propagates into them. Note that the 
initia- ti on of the r es i s tive ri se in these sect ions 
corre- sponds to th e infl ec t i ons in the signal for 
section 6 
(see arrows A and B). Both sect i ons 5 and 7 are 
observed to be completely normal be fore the protec
tion c irc uit is engaged at time = 0, about 38 ms 
after the quench began. 

The locations of most quenches in the two dipoles 
D-SA and D-7H are shown in Fig s . 4a and 4b. Ea ch 
quench i s numbered and enclosed in a box. The 
quenches in D-SA are almos t all in the s traight sec
tion s, the high fi eld region for thi s coil. All the 
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Fi g. 2a. Signal obser ved across a normal going 
r eg i on of the Unorth pole" of D-8A during a quench. 
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Fi g. 2b . Signal observed across the Usouth" pole of 
D-8A during the quench shown in Fig. 2a . 
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Fig . 2c . Acoustic emi ss ion observed during a quench 
in D-SA . 
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Fig. 3. Normal zone propagati on and resistive ri se 
prlor to energy ex trac tion. The numbers on the 
curves correspond to the sec ti ons shown in Fi g. 4b. 
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Fig. 4a. Points of quench origin in the innermos t 
turns of the 1st layer of O-SA. 

Fig. 4b. Point s of quench origin in the inner layer 
of D-7H. The sequentia l quench number of these 
Quenches whose origins could be determined precisely 
are given in the boxes. 

Quenches in D-7H are at or very near t he ends , the 
high field reg i on. 

The voltage response of the co il segments, such 
as the detailed data of Fig. 3, allows us to calcu
late the Quench propagation velocity. The 0-7H mag
net wa s tested in both He I at 4.4 K and He II at 
1.S K and the measured axial quench propagati on 
velocitie s are shown in Fig. Sa. Vel oc iti es between 
10 and 70 ml s were observed at both I. S and 4.4 K. 
The limiting value, - 70 mI s , was at a current corre
sponding almost exac tly to the criti cal current at 
the bath temperature. Theoretically the velocity 
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shoul d be infinite at the criti c al current. However, 
in this coil the fi e l ds in the s tra ight sec tions, 
where the velocity was measured ar e about 10% below 
those at the ends where the quenches s tart. The 
measured Quench velocities are pl otted in Fig. 5b as 
a function of the rati o of critical current. The 
ve locities in He I and He II near ly overlap when 
plotted this way. 
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Fig. Sa. Axial Quench propagation velocity in 0-7H 
as a function of quench current. The dashed line s 
are ca l culated with the program QUEN~H. 
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Fig . Sb. Axial quench propagat ion ve l oci ti es in 0-7H 
as a function of normalized Quench curr ent, quench 
current divided by shor t sample current. 

The dashed curves of ve l oc iti es in Fi g . Sa were 
cal culated using the program QUENCH with the actu~l 
condu ctor and coil geometry . The cal cul ated velocl
ti es depend on the Quantity of helium in the conduc
tor cross section. The curves shown in Fig. Sa, 
which seem t o fit t he data are based on 3% he lium in 
the conductor cross sect i on. wh i ch i s wi th i n the 
range of our estimate based on conduct or and 
in sulation compaction. 

The maximum t emperatures in the a-SA coi 1 calcu
lated by th e program QUENCH are shown in Fig. 6 
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Fig. 6. Temperature response during a quench calcu
lated using the program QUENCH. 

for quenches at 90% of critical current. The initial 
shape of the curve, which appears to have some 
inflection depends strongly on the helium specific 
heat. which ;s assumed to be effectively zero above 
20 K. The final temperature, however. is almost 
independent of the helium contribution. 

The turn-ta-turn quench propagation is s hown in 
Fig. 7. The time to propagate to the second turn 
correspond to velocities that are about a factor of 
200 less than the axial velocities. Following 
Wi 1 son5 thi 5 corresponds to the transverse thermal 
conductivity being about 40,000 times less than the 
axial thermal conductivity. 
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Fig. 7. Transverse quench propagation: transit time 
from 1st to 2nd turn vs. current. 

Quench Initiation 

The energy released during the initial voltage 
spike in some of the quenches in 0-88, a coil that 
is essentially identical to 0-8A except that aluminum 
rings were used, are presented in Table I I 1. The 
values of energy indicated are an integral of the 
product of voltage and current for the duration of 
the spike and do not reflect any estimate of the 
distribution of this ene rgy in the coil and the elec
trical circuit. The quenches in He I were generally 
triggered by events involving energies about 100 
times smaller than those that triggered the quenches 
in He I I. Small disturbances were observed to cause 
quenches at 4.4 K both before and after the 1.8 K 
tests. Thus it is evident that the lower energy 
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e vents must have occurred in He I I but they did not 
cause quenches. The resolution of the detection 
system before quench #28 was too low to determine the 
energy released in the prec ursor. 8ecause the appa
ratus was only capable of monitoring the coil during 
a quench, nonquench causing events were not moni
tored and the maximum safe disturbance cannot be 
determined. 

TA8LE III: Energy release in a quench causing event 
in dipole 0-88. 

Quench Number 

28 
31 
32 
34 
43 
45 

Current 
(A) 

3650 
4075 
4194 
4100 
2910 
2878 

Temperature 
(K) 

1. 75 
1. 75 
1.8 
1. 8 
4.4 
4.4 
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